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Strengths of the International Master’s Program

- Profound knowledge and expertise in Materials Science
- Extensive practical training in experimental methods
- Materials’ properties forecast
- Advanced materials with particular properties design
- Computer process simulation

Advanced Materials Science

CREATING THE FUTURE TOGETHER
Program

Specially tailored for those seeking in-depth understanding of materials’ properties and practical expertise in property design to meet specific needs, this program is aimed at building competences in applied experimental methods. You will receive profound training in all modern scientific and applied research issues of Materials Science including:

- Atomic Structure of Solid Phases
- Thermodynamics and Kinetics in Materials Science
- Diffusion in Solids
- Corrosion and Protection of the Metallic Materials
- Magnetic Materials
- Amorphous Metallic Alloys
- Mechanical Spectroscopy of Metallic Materials
- Methods of Surfaces and Interfaces Investigation
- Deformation and Fracture, Mechanical Properties, Special Metallic Alloys

SKILLS AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The program provides in-depth knowledge and competence for successful career development in scientific and applied research with an extra focus on practical methods of advanced material design, material properties forecast, feasibility of various methods and approaches. Our alumni pursue challenging career opportunities in Aircraft and Automotive industries, Instruments engineering, New Materials Design in Russia, Europe, USA and other countries.

Throughout the program students are welcome to participate in research projects for our local and international customers: Severstal Inc., Composite JSC, Arcelor Mittal, Toyota Motor Company, Boeing and Ames Government Lab and more others.

Welcome to NUST MISIS!

NUST MISIS IS ONE OF THE LEADING AND MOST DYNAMIC UNIVERSITIES AND R&D CENTERS IN RUSSIA.

- Full-tuition scholarships available to our top international students
- Excellent research base and close relations with R&D centers and universities around the world
- World-leading and top Russian scientists and professors
- High demand occupations
- Top-notch infrastructure
- International student support office and International Friendship Club student organization
- Location in the heart of downtown Moscow
- Friendly international atmosphere
- Strong relations with the largest Russian and international companies – Metalloinvest, Rosatom, Evraz, IBS, Gazprom, etc.

Faculty

Professor Boris Bokstein
PhD & D.Sc in Physics

Merited Scientist of Russian Federation, Member d’Honneur de Société Française de Métallurgie et de Matériaux. Member of European Arcelor Mittal Physical Metallurgy Network. Lecturer at LK University (Debrecen, Hungary), Technion (Haifa, Israel), University Paris-Sud (France), INPL (Nancy, France), RWTH (Aachen, Germany).

The Head of the program, Research interests: diffusion in solids, surface and interfaces, grain boundaries, thermodynamics and kinetics in solids, wetting.

Deputy Head of Material Science, Semiconductors and Dielectrics Department. Research interests: spectroscopic analysis, materials science of semiconductors and dielectrics.

Professor Alexey Rodin
PhD in Physics

Professor Dmitry Podgorny
PhD in Physics and Mathematics
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